The first international set to assess "Sustainability Literacy"
Sulitest.org is a set of tools (including an international reference MCQ test) simple, flexible and easy to access, allowing today’s and tomorrow’s economic and political leaders to assess, acquire or improve their knowledge of sustainable development issues, disseminate it within their organizations, and integrate it into their practices and strategies.

And in detail?

- **Flagship tools** for learning and assessing
- **Raise awareness** by gaming and exploring
- **Customize** the tools to your own stakes and enhance your experience

www.sulitest.org • contact@sulitest.org
You can learn a lot of stuff
This tool focuses on the main themes of Sustainable Development: each question will assess your general knowledge of the challenges of the future and each answer will bring you additional information about them.

It becomes a reference for your CV
The tools become a reference in the field of Sustainable Development, recognized by both universities and companies, in more than 60 countries and 700 institutions!
You can obtain a participation badge.

You are a decision maker of tomorrow
The results are anonymously studied to map the knowledge in the field of Sustainable Development worldwide. We create reports per country and on specific SDGs, allowing policy and decision makers to act.
HOW TO TAKE THE “TEST”?  

• Invited by your examiner  

• Log In  

www.sulitest.org • contact@sulitest.org  

• Launch a session  

ATTENTION ! Check that your results are available to make sure that you have validated all the test questions.  

• See the results  

Personal information (password, mail ...) can be changed at any time. You can also delete all your data upon demand.  

*provided by your examiner